FLEET MANAGEMENT

EROAD ACCURATE FLEET TRACKING
EROAD Accurate Fleet Tracking provides accurate
data you can rely on to enhance visibility into your
fleet. Vehicle information on digital maps allows you to
optimise routes, manage jobs, and dispatch vehicles as
and where you need them.
Optimise productivity, safety and profitability
Knowing the location of your vehicles at any given
moment provides peace of mind and productivity
improvements that help you keep your customers happy,
and your business safe and profitable.
EROAD Accurate Fleet Tracking displays vehicle information
on digital maps, giving you accurate data you can trust. The
ability to see all your vehicles at a glance on the Activity
screen in EROAD’s web application, Depot, means you don’t
waste time trying to contact your drivers to identify their
location, or manually investigating journeys.
Enhanced visibility simplifies dispatch and job
management, improving communication between
dispatch and drivers, and helping you meet agreed
customer service levels.

KEY BENEFITS
Optimise visibility Accurate vehicle
information provides operational
transparency and enhanced control
Improve job management Your
customers can be confident your jobs
will be completed on schedule and you
can verify time on site
Ensure safety Provide a safe working
environment, with the ability to
accurately track vehicles and drivers and
be aware of potential hazards
Boost profitability Time is money. You
won’t waste time trying to track down
your drivers, or manually managing
vehicles and jobs
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KEY FEATURES

›› EROAD Activity screen in our

web application, Depot, displays
up-to-date information on the
location of your vehicles

›› See where your vehicle has been,
including journey time, distance
history and last location

›› Access from any mobile device,

providing view of single vehicle or
vehicle fleet on one map

"We have reduced vehicle down time with EROAD’s GPS tracking. Many of the new subdivisions in
Christchurch don’t have street names, only lot numbers. When we need to send assistance to one of our
guys, we quickly jump onto Depot and can see exactly where they are."
Mark Udy, Branch Manager
Christchurch Showerwell

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

